Let Us Introduce Ourselves

Dinoflex has been a leading innovator in the manufacture of recycled rubber products for over two decades. We specialize in producing premium quality rubber flooring, exterior tiles and custom products. Our merchandise provides solutions for architects, designers and builders that are cost effective and environmentally friendly.

Sport Mat Flooring

Dinoflex has the perfect product for indoor fitness and sports facilities. Our incredible Sport Mat flooring is installed with ease and provides a durable, long-lasting solution for everything from weight rooms, and ice arenas, to multi-purpose recreation centers and ski resorts. It reduces noise levels, absorbs shock, prevents slipping and is environmentally friendly. This innovative flooring is available in our precision cut interlocking tiles and square cut tiles.

Testimonials

From Kyle Rhodus, Athletic Director
MWR Yokosuka, Japan

“The Dinoflex flooring has been an excellent upgrade to our fitness facility. It was easy to install, and immediately transformed the professional look of our gym. Since our first installation I have ordered this flooring for all my facilities.”

Note: in total Kyle has ordered enough Sport Mat and Logo tiles to cover 34,210 sf of fitness flooring in Yokosuka.

From Diane Wilson, General Manager
Ann Arbor Ice Cube, United States

“After ordering the Dinoflex Sport mats for more than 8 years now, we have been “chipping away” at doing the entire lower level of our 155,000 sq ft facility. The first area we did has traffic of tens of thousands of people each year… and every place we have it still looks great. It is thick, with many colors and wears very well…even being constantly walked on with skates. I just placed an order for the USA Hockey National Team Development Program’s weight room. It is easy to install and low maintenance!”
Custom Design:
By using our water cutter technology we are able to create a rubber floor that is both functional and visually appealing, achieving looks that are bold and daring, or subtle and refined. Utilize your valuable floor space by displaying company logos or brand elements throughout a facility. Write a message to customers in a strategic location or create play and learning areas for children. This technology also gives the ability to clearly mark exits or draw attention to merchandise. Bring your imagination to life – the possibilities are endless.

Custom Color Mixing

| 60% Black | 20% Purple | 15% Turquoise | 5% Royal Blue |

Custom Color Match Service:
- Available for square cut and interlocking tiles.
- Create your own custom floor colors. The following colors are available for custom design:

Red | Blue | Beige | May Green | Purple | Orange | Grey | Brown |
| Hot Tamale | Royal Blue | Eggshell | Pastel Green | Blue Grey | Earth Yellow | Ash Grey | Sepia Brown |
| Rose | Ultra Marine Blue | Pearl | Ocean Green | Pine Green | Khaki | Fawn | Charcoal |
| Heather Violet | Capri Blue | Aqua | Turquoise | Reed Green |

Contact your sales rep for more information.
Note: Please select colors based on actual samples.
Colors:

Standard Colors
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Note: Please select colors based on actual samples.

Two-Color
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Metro
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Stone Line
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Interlocking System - Loose Lay Flooring

Dinoflex CNC water jet equipment creates our tight fitting, precision cut interlocking tiles, resulting in a seamless, unified look for indoor spaces. These fully reversible tiles double the life of your floor and installation costs are reduced because adhesives are not required.

*Square cut tiles are also available for glue down applications where required
Features:
- Skate blade resistant
- Resistant to snow & ice
- Sound absorbing
- Shock absorbing
- Slip resistant
- Durable
- Low VOC

Applications:
- Fitness centres
- Recreation facilities
- Ski resorts
- Ice arenas

Interlock Tile (Loose Lay):

Size
- 37” x 37” = 9.5 ft² (94 cm x 94 cm = 0.88 m²)

Standard Thickness
- 5/16” (8mm) , 11/32” (9mm) , 3/8” (10mm) , 1/2” (12mm)
- Tolerance of +/- 0.5mm

Square Cut Tile (Glue Down):

Size
- 38” x 38” = 10.0 ft² (96.5 cm x 96.5 cm = 0.93 m²)

Standard Thickness
- 5/32” (4mm) , 3/16” (5mm) , 1/4” (6mm) , 9/32” (7mm) , 5/16” (8mm) , 11/32” (9mm) , 3/8” (10mm) , 1/2” (12mm)
- Tolerance of +/- 0.5mm

Please Note: All measurements are subject to nominal variation.

10 YEAR WARRANTY

Hockey is His Expertise, Flooring is Ours.

“I recently decided to upgrade the flooring in my training facility – the room where I spend a great deal of my time. I wanted a high-quality product that was visually pleasing and easy to maintain. I also needed it to be durable enough to withstand rigorous everyday use... The finished floor is exactly what I envisioned. I am completely satisfied with Dinoflex’s work and I would highly recommend them for any flooring needs.”

- Endorsed by Ryan “Captain Canada” Smyth (18 Year NHL Veteran)
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